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NTRODUCTION,

This concise account of our region and its resources is addressed
rather t o strangers than residents. Its aim is to set forth to those
who sell and to those who buy the vari~us sorts of needles, fish·
hooks, fishing tackle, &c., &c., where and how they are made ; why
this locality makes such articles so well ; and what are the facilities
for producing the enormous quantities which the world wants.
With this end in view, the Descriptions of the several various
processes of the manufactures are written under the endeavour . to
show to those who never saw the work carried out that articles
which appear very simple and easy to produc9 really require great
skill and much anxious care to ensure all the essentials of thorough good quality.
And, so, also, of the Illustratio1is, they are designed to assist the
Descriptions : Drawings in such case convey at a glance the meaning
1
of many words, and so efficiently expou11c1 -those words as m some
mea,sure t o make the reader an eye-witness of the process actually
carried out . But it seems desirable not to confine tha illustrations
to diagrams of the processes of the present clay-or, indeed, to
process-diagrams of any kind, entirely; · the. ea,rly implements and
contrivances of the early clay must be interesting to readertt, as they
show the energy since devoted and the progress attained. Beyond
all this, if by reading and hearing. of a place we become at all interested, one naturally wishes to see what the place is like ; and a view'
of Redditch of to-day is introduced to gratify such desire. Although
Redditch is not by any means all the Needle Region, yet., besides
being the post town, it is the Capital; and also a capital example
both of the Land and of the Manufactures,

S

OMEWHERE abou't ten miles from the centre of the · great

manufacturing town of Birmingham (which is itself not far
from the centre of the kingdom, and was once called "The Heart of Eng.
land") stands a mass of elevated ground known as The Lickey Hills. A
ma.ss of much interest, if we ponder on its valuable ministrations,
evident from the following description: Upheaved from the sea
floor of a far-back geologic time by vulcanic throes, but without
fol'ming a volcanic vent, the many layers of rocks, down to the Si.
lilrian strata, were tilted up edgewise (some of them at an angle as
high as sixty degrees), and in the later times'-the human timesthese edgewise rocks became so successful a trap to catch the rainfall of summer and the melting snows of winter, that the hills hold
· abundance of water ; so much, indeed, that several streams issue
from them. vVe may name three: the Rea, which flows a north-easterly
course through Birmingham, and, falling in with other streams
eventually arrives at the Germap. Ocean; the Spadesboiirne, which
flows south through the nail-making country about Bromsgrove,
thence to Droitwich (where salt has been made, they say, ever since
ths Roman day), and so on to the Severn ; and last, our own stream,
THE ARRow, the stream which drives the needle mills and drains
the Needle Region, which flowing east and then south, through or
by Redditch, Studley, and Alcester, and then by or near to several
places which rejoice in the affix "ford"-as Wixford, Bidford, Sal~

.·
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ford, near to which latter place, in the rich "Vale of Evesham"- it
joins Shakespeare's Avon. Along ·eleven miles of the western
slopas of the beautiful valley of the Arrow, shrinking as it were
from ever once stepping across to its eastern side, cluster, work, and
swarm, in all sorts and all sizes of hives,. the busy bees of needlelan:l. Why they settled on ,and clung so pertinaciously to this
locu.lity is a quastion which has puzzled even those who hold that
tha cau3es may J?a found for everything that happens and everything
tha.tI is dom. However . or whyever
it . be, here ' needlemaking holds
.
with singular t enacity: although many have been the attempts to
e~tice away "the trade" to 'other places, the attempts have signally
failed. It might be wondered why. not Birmingham-situate so
near, and seizing so readily as it does on such various and novel in.
dustries-why has not Birmingham encompassed and ~ppropriated
it, as a branch of its "light steel toys," along with its snuffers, steel
pens, and such like small g{)ar? If answer to such a question be
possible, it will prove to be a compound and not a single one, com-.·
posed of many reasons, not confined to any single fact or trite
explanation. It seems hopeless to trace out the cause of the commencement of the needle manufacture here-accidental, doubtless; as
to the reasons for its growth and development, the writer holds -an
individual opinion, strange but strong: ".iz., that climate has had
much to do with it: he here adventures to record the theory that the
Needle Ridge owes much of its progress and prosperity to the East
Wind ! That the keen air made keen tradesmen, clever mechanics,
and determined workmen, and has kept them braced up to meet and
overcome difficulties and obstacles in succession as they appeared.
While putting this forward ;:i,s the broad basis on which rest many
details of the whole explanation, some of these mor'e apparent may be
added : First, the needle-a genuine good needle-although a simple
looking implement, is really a result of many delicate and precise
processes (in addition to some merely mechanical) every one of
which is allotted to and carried ·out by artizans who ltiarn that one
process thoroughly, and "take a pride in it," and spend their whole
lives in, and give their entire energies to carry it out to the utmost
perfection; well knowing that all the care of the workman who came
before, or the one who is to follow, will utterly fail if the present
duty be carelessly and imperfectly performed. Secondly, the know-

!.
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~dge and experience necessary to perfection is cumulative-acquiredi

actJially by successive generations; for it is co=only the case that
the son adopts the occupation of the father and benefits by his
experience ; and even when this is not the case the zealous young'
probationer ever fin~s a good friend, an elder brother .of the .craft(
ready to impart invaluable information. Then, the natives love their
homes, it would be not the best workmen who would change them.
Lastly, the "master"-the employer-almost invarial;ily brings inherited and practical detailed knowledge to aid. his anxious supervision; an.d, thus knowing that the best endeavours must sometimes
fail, selects from the mass of needles produced those which have
happily passed all processes without the slightest hitch, . and lays
them'aside as the highest quality. Are there to be found among the
readers of these pages any so simple as to believe ·they can buy
the. best articles .of any complwated manufaeture at the , worst pricE)?
If there be, let them renounce this belief as to needl¢s, or to any
other of the several productions of The Region ; prod-qctions of
which we shall speak further on.
We have hinted th&t the Needle Manufacture - has evinced a
singular partiality for t~e wester_n bank of the Arrow; and we may
say further that a ridge forming its extreme western watershed-an
old old road , along which perhaps our painted progenitors, the
Britons, established a track even before Roman times-has been
occupied so rapidly of late as to promise soon to ass;ume the condition of a street four miles in length; and in addition, at intervals,
the buildings spread. out into hamlets which pass .over the said
watershed of the Arrow on to slopes which discharge their waters to
the Severn by a course more direct tha~ the Avon. The Ridge
alluded to bears the ancient name of The Ridgeway; it rises from
the northern end of Redd.itch (which town spreads picturesquely
over both sides of this extremity), and passing on. almost due south
forms a fine road through the hamlets alluded to, known as Headless
Cross, Crabbs Cross with Hunt End, and Astwood Bank; while a
mile or so from the last-mentioned the "Region" runs off westerly
to the picturesque village of Feckenham : on the eastern side of
tilis Ridge, about a mile from it, lies an important member of the
Region, the ~ncient village of Studley; and still farther away
(nearly four miles) on the same side is another, the town of _Alces-

"
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ter, a place which claims an antiquity so far back as the .Roman day.
The prospect which greets the traveller passing along the
Ridgeway is so beautiful as to elicit the admiration of those who
have seen many scenes in many lands : looking across the Arrow
valley, the fence-lines of the fields, with here and there a coppice,
mark all the details-in summer tinie shewing the rich red earth of
the fallows, the various tints of green of the various corn crops, the
pastures and meadows-laid out like a map all the way up to the
Ridge which forms the watershed on the eastern side, The Portway, a road ancient as The Ridgeway. On the eastern side of the
river rises boldly up an independent knoll, a feature of special
attraction, for almost on the summit stands the venerable grey ston~
village church and tower of Beoley, parts of which cannot be less
than seven centuries old, while a . belt of plantations climbing still
higher shelters and forms a pretty back ground to the church and
its neighbol,lring white parsonage. The southern end of the knoll
once bore, too, a Norman Castle, but not a stone is standing now,
though the deep entrenchments and the entrance causeway are in
excellent preservation. About 300 yards ' down the declivity towards
us is a relic of a time half-a-score centuries farther back-the
Roman ·Road, Rycknield Street, which runs up the valley from
Alcester, crossing tlie Arrow a little above Studley at Washford, and
on through what is now Birmingham, in those days a ~ild heath;
and, as if to afford full contrast to these ancient "Ways"-on our
side, the western side of the Arrow, runs the Redditch and Evesham Railway. In a snug sheltered nook, also on our side the
Arrow, at the northern end of Redditch, stood the Cistercian Abbey
of Bor~esley, founded by the Empress Maud, and the river in its
downward course washed the walls of two Priories, one at Studley,
and one at Alcester ; that at Studley founded by Peter Corbuson
(and endowed among other property with salt furnaces at Droitwich ·! )-and the one at Alcester founded by Ralph Boteler, in the
reign of Stephen ; all these were dissolv~d at " The Dissolution" of
that dissolute king the Eighth Henry. Alcester was the Roman
Station Alauna, situate on the Rycknield Street; a great many
coins have been found there, and some other Roman relics; but the
most interesting discovery was l]lade some five years back, when a
cutting for the railway <'.pened up a burial ground, with many small

ho1iow ca1rns containing human ashes and little pi~ces ·of bone,
also a rude glass unguentarium (to contain ointment), an~ a large
stone coffin, this perhaps of later date ; the Romans· it seems generally burned their dead. Space will not serve to enumerate nearly all
the relics of antiquity, but one other we should be loth to omit: The
western slopes of the Ridgeway descend to' what was once the royal .
Forest of F eckenham, and in the village of that name were held the
Forest Courts of the Normans, where many a poor Saxon was sentenced to be strung up for breach of the terribly severe forest laws.
However, the more interesting use of the Forest was, to heat the salt
pans of Droitwich (situated within it~ bounds) and by the time of
Charles L the saltmen had well nigh used up the Forest in that
way. The site (once 20. miles long, reaching from near Redditch to
Worcester) still is well wooded, and some venerable trees, evident
old foresters, are readily distinguishable distributed here al'l:d there
within the boundaries.
·

I .

. It is now high time to turn pur attention to The Region in its
modern and manufacturing aspect and capacity; Two of its brickand-mortary features or phases are apparent to anyone of ordinary
observation : In a large proportion of the houses builded as. far back
as the commencement of the present century . will be seen one or
more windows very wide in proportion to the height ; these wido
window:s really represent the manufacture in its infantile existence :
turn we our eyes from one of these and it vrill be strange indeed
if we do not find ourselves within ken of one or more of the tall
steam stacks which cut the sky-line of the landscape almost
everywhere-sometimes three or four in close proximity; these
represent the manufacture in its mature existence, to-day. On rude
stools at the wide windows, sat father and mother and a child or
two (or apprentices/, using the rude tools of the "hand-made" way
of work : in the large factories, from which tower up the steam
stacks, instead of three or four workers three or four hundreds may
perhaps be employed. We give a representation of the embryo .
manufactory ; · the fully developed establishment is not necessary to
pourtray here~
Water-power was within memory of the writer much more than
sufficient for the heavier work of this really light manufacture;
C'Jrn claimed by far the larger share of it, but the needle gradually
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extended. its reign over the 1nills; leaving corn in the pl'escnt day only
some three or four within its · realm, while the needle mills so
· crowd the Arrow that there are, near Redditch, three within
the distance of half-a-mile, then comes a paper mill where
needle-wrapping :paper is made, .then seven more needle mills
· withi~ seven miles down tne stream, one above Redditch (at Alvechurch), and three more, we remember, on neighbouring streams ;
· say fourteen in all. All this water power is supplemented by stci]//n
to an amount greater by many times multiplied than the total of the
· water ; there are also a few gas engines in use. In one instance the
wind mill has been revived, improved, made self-adjusting to the
varying breeze, and cleverly made available, supplemented by stear..i
when 'the wind gets "out of breath." Now, if we look in: an inquiring spirit at the subject-compare all this great store of power with
the little implements on which it is brought to bear, and that only
in a few of the many processes of the manufacture, it must be eviden~
at once that the producing capacity of the Region is very great. L
is, in fact, enormous ; · and the mind seeking connection betwe;in
production and demand cannot but wonder where all the needles go,
· and might be pardoned for suspecting that the whole world must be
sowed-as well as sewed-with them. There are no reliable data on
which to found a precise calculation of the power to produce, but
· we may safely venture to put it at the rate of a million every hourthat is every working hour.

The very fl.rat mention in history of Needle-making as a professional manufacture is, that at Nurnberg (often spelled Nurenburg)
. needles were made ii\ 1370. There were other places, doubtless ; for
· in northern climes warm garments were needed, tailors were a. species
whose evolution would be necessarily induced by dress, and tailors
would be hardly likely to make their own needles : however, the important fact was not chronicled where "Gamm~r Gurton's needle,"
or any other noted "neeld" was made. In England, London wculd
be the probable place to first support a special manufacture, yet we
hava no mention of such until 1543. From that time slow but sure
increase of the trade may be presumed, as ~bout a century later we
know the trade was flourishing ; for; in 1656 Oliver CromweU, Protector, raised the needle-makers to the dignity of a corporate body,
and Charles II. confirmed them in it by a new charter in 1664.
There were fifteen members enrolled in this latter charter..:_
fifteen firms of the manufacture ; but to show how small those establishments were, it is only necessary to recite a few conditions of their
charter : No man was allowed to practice the "art and mysterye"
wl1o had not been duly bound apprentice for seven years. A master
.
,
must have been out of his apprenticeship three years, and "make
his proof piece," before he could· himself take an apprentice; and
this proof piece was to be 500 needles made by his
hands before
the eyes of the master and wardens, or of two persons appointed by
them. Further, no master to be allowed more than two apprentices,
and even his children, if they followed the trade, must be appren•
ti~ed to the father, and two only of these. Now, these extraorfil..

own

nary keen a.nd c1·amping conditions may, it seeJUB to the writer, pel.°•
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haps account £or an important step towards breaking up this confederacy, especially when coupled with another law or the charter, viz.,
that such charter exteJnded only ten miles out of London. See what
follows:
In 1650, ~hristopher Greenway a~d h!s three children. were
·settled at Long Crendon,· in Buckinghamshire,' to work at needlema~ing, under the protection of a Mr. Damer (a family connection
of the poet Milton). Driven out of London (its seems to me) by the
tyranny of the trade restrictions (wo may fairly presume that they
were fully as rigid before the incorporation) there needle-making, of a
sort (chiefly the larger sorts), flourished for many years; but of lat~
most of the Long Crendon needlem~kers have migrated to our Needh
Region, some of whom planted manufactories which have been
!eared into much larger establishments than Long Crendon ever
had ; while there the trade has dwindled to very small dimensions
indeed. ··
The exact date of the first needlemaker in our "Needle Region"
is not record~d ; indeed, there is no sure evidence on which to hang
a date for nearly a century after Long Crendon, so meagre · are me.morandums of any sort. Still, there are indistinct traces and traditions of the trade hereabout earlier than the middle of the last century. Some documents lying before me show Mr. William Sheward
· and Mr. John Mills as evidently carryllig on the manufacture of
needles about 1760; the former as charged with no less than seven
n~w pointing stones and many warps or pulleys made and repaired,
· and a charge for "a thing for the mill, 3d." ; also warps and stones
for Mr. Mills in 1765 and :).767. The same William Sheward took
out a patent in 1775 for "finishing the eyes of needles by means of
a·small square tool, drill, or rimer" (here is evidently anticipated the
invention of William Green, dated about half a century after); also
a s~cond patent in 1787, for "Finishing the eyes of needles." Tra•
. dition claims for Studley and Sambourne still earlier makers of
needles than these two (who may be looked on as men of our Needle
R~gion), but I am not aware of any written or · printed evidence.
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Mr. Sheward seems to have been of an inventive turn: Nash, in
his "History of Worcestershire" (published in 1799, but must have
occupied more than a dozen years in compiling) mentions Mr. .
Sheward·; his words are : "Iii this hamlet of Redditch there is a
considerable manufacture of needles; about 400 persons are employed here, and in the neighbourhood above 2000. Mr. Sheward,
an ingenious artist, has invented a method of finishing the eye so
well that it shall not cut the thread or silk." Besides his two patented inventions he projected a windmill to serve as a power for
needle-making, but it did not answer ; it was built on the design of .
usmg the sails inside-the wind. passing through slits in the brick:
work. It still exists, altered into artizans' dwellings ; perched on
the point of a high ridg'e it commands a fine panoramic prospect ..
It is known as the Round House, and is represented above.
John Mills is said to have been the first who had a water mill
wholly occupied by needle-making ; there is good reason for belief
that it was so some thirty years in the last century; jn 1'780, it is .
.sure, that it was so. Washford Mill was the place~represented ~ ··
on the next,page 1

{
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'THE FIRST WATER MILL-WASRFOBD MILL.

There is some ground for rivalry to the claim of W ashford Mill
as the first needle water-mill; the rival mills being the Redditch
Forge M\lls. It is ascertained that the Chillingworth family occu~
p~ed these mills so far back as pretty early in the first half of the
last. century ; and they carried on the manufacture of needles there
up to 1815 ; but the writer cannot find evidence when the mills. were
fii:st used by Messrs. Chillingworth as needle mills. He has incontestible evidence that on June 24th, 1711, these ~ills were kept
going by the Earl of Plymouth of that day as iron-refining mills"puddling,". "blooming" with the tilt-hammer, and rolling into·
bars. They had frequently changed hands before; the last tenant,
Joseph Wheeler, handing them over to the landlord in 1709. But
they had become unprofitable, and it is likely his lordship did not
lo!fg persevere at iron puddling, but handed them over to some
other tenan~; it is likely that Mr. Joseph Chillingworth was his
next tenant. Whether he took a turn at the "tilting" and "fettling,"
and rolling there is no e¥idence.
, ·However, all this is merely of local interest, and may perhaps be
up some day for local. readers by kind. contributio:wi of in.
formation from some local sources.
cle~red
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THE EARLY .MANUFACTORY;

Before going over the modern manufactory let us peep through :
one of the wide windows, and, with the eye of ima.gination, .see · ·
THE PRIMITIVE FAMILY MANUF:A.OTVRE • .

The tools are few and rude ; here they are :

·.

I.st. A small anvil, tapered to sta.nd firm in a tapering hole in the
rude workblock.
2nd. A small hammer (varying in size according to the size of the ·
work).

JI)

3rd. A solid cu be of lead, about 3f to 4 inches across. ·
4th. Punches to make the eyes; one a sharp · but short point, used
only to mark the place for the eye; the other, a long fine-pointed
punch.
.
5+.h. A small pair of pincers or pliers (called "tongs" by the users)
with a shallow groove along the inside o~ each fang, to hold the
needle.
t;th. The '"guttering iron," a saw-edged ftle with a strong thick back,
in form like a small butcher's cleaver.
7th. A file for trimming and rounding the head'.
8th. A piece of boxwood in a staple to file against (to prevent wear•
ing the file.)
. The wires-~ ~ha~ing been already ·pointed at ~ne end-are cut to
p~rper length for one needle, placed ~n the anvii, and flattened at
the head by a blow or·t~ hammer; then the blunt punch is held on
flattened end and a tap mar~the place for the eye; placed on
the lead, the long tapered: p~ is driven quite through, the
needle taken
off
is. turned
round:'°.· and
the long punch driven
.
.
.
~ . .
through from the other side ; brougnt-.back to the anvil, the
punch with the needle still on it is held flat otl'the anvil, and a tap
given on the side of the eye to beat back any bulging. Next the
needle is laid into the groove of the tongs, the hasp closed, and a
groove or "gutter" formed on each side with the guttering iron;
and while still in the tongs,the file is used to trim and round off the
head, held for this purpose against a piece of boxwood in a staple in
front of the block.
You will mind that even in this early day the principle of "divi.
sion of labour" had.been adopted; the small nianufactory is carried
out on that principle-the children taking some of the less import·
ant stages or th~ process.
This is a slight sketch, but sufficient to indicate ·the very rude
state of the manufacture up to about the end of the first quarter of
the present century, when stamps (which had for some years been
gradually · obt_aining, arid displacing the old process called "soft
work") by the year 1830 had so progressed that the "soft-workers"
were most of them thrown out of employment, and, urged by distress ·
adopted the then usual though mistaken mode of redress-rose in a.

rl.ot, smashed the stamps in Redditch, al.ld gained. for their painlJ
· severe penalties and long imprisonment.
Let us now proceed to
THE MODERN PROCESS.

We will first give an epitome or mere list of the various steps in
the work, and afterwards fuller details:
The wire of which needles are made is not "drawn" at Redditch,
but comes from the famed steel-producing district around Sheffield,
in coils called. "bundles." Wire of the proper thickness, then, is cut
into proper lengths for two needles. These being all crooked (segments of the circle of the coils or rings of wire) are then heated and
"rubbed" straight ; next, pointed at both ends ; then "stamped,'' an
operation that fashions the head ; next "eyed;" then they are "filed" the "burr" of waste metal beaten out by the stamping is filed away ;
and the needle is now made (it might really suffice to · c 1 together
the apparel of barbarous races) all after-proces s being im])rovements. Of these, the ''hardening" and "te ering" are most important; "picking" and "straightening"
ow, and then comes the
:•scouring" (really a polishing pro
· After scouring, those broken during that trying time e taken out, the ,eyes are "drilled"
the heads having been fi softened by "blueing"; next, the eyes
are burnished; then
es "grinding and setting," and the "blue.
pointing," a f · er polishing of the needles, which to a stranger
look as bright as possibly they can be made when the scourer has
done his duty by them.
· THe needles are now really finished; all that is required for
them is "an order,'' when they will be papered up twenty-five in a
packet, then twenty of these packets are tied together, then put up
in little lots of ten thousand each, and sent off-may be to Birmingham, may be to Burmah, or Brazil, perhaps to America, perchance
to Australia: the Redditch manufacturers export to all parts of the
world. This outline of a description might mislead a careless reader
to believe that the whole course of proceeding is very simple and
easy; but such ~onclusion would be rash and wrong; as has been
mentioned before, many of the operations are very delicate, and
require anxious care as well as skill. Strangers, when conducted
over a manufactory see much that surprises and delights; they readily note the ingenuity of the simpler contrivances, while the
difficult and delicate arts are best known tO those engaged ~hereiu.
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' · i:Jat'us fake· a more lesim;ely survey'of some of these i)tocesses£·
THE C.trTTING.-A·: clunisy operation this, in appearance: A
portentous looking pair of .shear&, fixed :rnout]1 uppermost against a
strong p.ost; the . workman ·.takes· a coiled ring ·of some 100 _to 150
wires (say about two feet to three feet diameter, according to size o~
~}le needles), gra;sps' it with 'both hands a few inches apart, places the
;wires b\')tween .the ·blades, and presses the shears together with his
body and thigh/' and the round coil falls apart into a long loose
strand; then he takes a guage th\') right length for two needles and
proceeds to cu_t off lengths until the whole is sheared up; and it
!3Urprises a spectat.or to see how truly all the wires are of a length.But every wire. is slightly crooked1 a section of the Ting, and to
make them straight is the ·duty of·
'· 0

.

-

'

.

T~E RuBBER._:_This is one of the operations whiclrnhews a peculiar
irade , contrivance, the inventor being, like Gray's hero, "a youth
to .fortune and to fa1~e unknown." The crooked wi~·es arc placed in
tw~ ir~n rings ( son1e half or three-quarter inch strong)' and with
strpµg long tongs . l~fted carefully to an iron shelf in an oven or.
iµjiffie, 'yhence ~1H3n arrived at a. low l;ed heat they are brought Out
~nd
placed 011' ~ st~ong .iron plate, and r~bbed and rolled with a
. • .i •
sligl;itly __curved iron bar called a "rubbing file," (which fits m between
. · r'.
;
,ti
·'· r
- ·.
.
·•
.
.
:· .
.-.
: ·-.
· :
t~e rin~s used) . as though to file the 'vires crosswise; as a local poet .
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. ,!!<. Since t.l)is dqs.cri})tipn was written a pair of shears to work with the foot bus bee!!

inve;'itiia; ·and, .u\vrirdctl n pi·lze i it remuiiis to bo seen if
to de.Pose·.tiLie old.i;lUpiSy. lil'odo •.: ,,_; ..

it will prove sufficiently good
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~ays, 1Ui.til these ctooks are "straight. ais suhbea:n\.s." ,., The operatio1t
r.equirns fact ani method, to ,rub and·roll up 'eveq wire · to the ·sur•·'
face .a nd until each not only turns on its own axis ·but clings to and:;
carriei? its neighbo"\lrS round on their's; and'-when all ar.e straight .
t).ie workman k;nows by the tone as well as. the touch; ·Thi,s is not ~;
t]le only procesa in which each needle helps tJ1e others threugh with ..
t~eir work, as will be seen further OIL The technical name 'for the '
goods in this state is "stiffs," and to ma):ce the:stiffs into "points" ,
is the prov~nca of that ·child of sentiment- ·

;THE PornTER.-This being is the one .of all the vatibus· work~ 'men around whom romance ·dings. W-B should tather say clid cling;
for, by two several modern "improvements . the' needle · pointer 'hits r
been almost deposed ·and' done ·a way;' we will describe these ihven~ '.:
tions fiirther on, but we must first depict the pointer and· his work ·:
as they were, berore telliiig how the change came over them. : Shall :
we really depict him-reaily give 'his picture? Ye~: ' here ·it 'is: '

''

And there, also, is indicated the radiance which shed romance
around · him--=:-the brilliant corru13catio11 _which he 'knows foll well
lights him · to an early deat'!i ! The sands of life fly off ftoiµ his ,
rapidly whjrling gr~~dstqi;ie ~ll.st~r far _tAA,µ th{ly e;v:er ran t;µJ.'.ough ,.

•
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the ordinary hour~glass of time. He is a" dry-grinder,'' and round
him is ever present a cloud of fine dust, composed of steel .and grit;
(the artist's drawing would be spoiled it he represented it); in spite
of the protecting shawl folded around his mouth and nostrils, it is
drawn in by the breath and causes such irritation on the breathing
organs as soon brings on the "pointers' cough," ,an ailing for which
no cure is known. This deadly dust is caused by the dry-grinding
of the points of the needles, and this proces~ we must now describe:
The pointer takes up some fifty, sixty, or more (according to thick.
ness) of the "stiffs," and spreads them out between the palms of
his hands, then pressing them on the ·face of a small grindstone,
which is rapidly whirled round by water or steam power, he rolls
them round dexterously with a motion so true that the point is
formed in the centre of the end. They get red hot by t:\ie friction,
and he has a little trough of water before him in which he dips and
cools them; and both ends being served in like manner, his part of
the process is complete. While the needles are held on the stone,
the steel dust flies from the points in a stream of white-hot sparks
as brilliant !LS those from any fireworks ; and this is one of the stages
of manufacture which makes a sensational sight for a v~sitor.

\~---

..

THE FAN.-Various had been the attempts tim~ after time to
amend the condition of the needle pointer ; but the men resisted them
detetiminedly, content to have their lives shortened rather than the4' ·
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gains lessened-as they correctly foresaw would be the result of
making the process less unhealthy. However, at length an invention
was tried in one mill, and, proving successful, was not long in securing general adoption: this was "THE FAN," [.Ln implement like
the "screw" of a steamer, which being enclosed in an air-proof case,
and made to revolve at a very high speed, draws in the dust from
the stone by means of a tube running from it and opening out to a
head which covers about half the diameter of the grfr1dstone ; and
while the fan draws the dust it drives it beyond and outward to some
receptacle outside the mill, where a large quantity is soon collected.
The fan soon evinced a power almost magical ; along with the dust
it fanned away much of the "drouth." But, lo! a far more formidable
reformer : a pointing machine was invented ! and a lateral wheel
with "palms" of indian-rubber held and rotated the needles in treble
quantity to the hands of the dry grinder. This invention is rapidly.
displacing, and will in time entirely supersede our melodramic hero
of the muffled face. We may say that the sparlcling spectacle of the
pointing is enhanced tl).ree or fourfold by the machine ; that pours
forth a stream of sparks of most dazzling brilliancy.

TH ~

'STAMP.

THE STAMPER receives his work after the points have been
formed, and hu duty is on the other end of the needle-to fashion
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ilJ,e.head and pierce the eye. The "stamp" is an implemel).t of whic4
·description will be much assistecl by the woodcut repres311tation: ·
On a stone or a wood block firmly set in the ground is fixed lJ.
heavy iron bed, on which rests the lower die, while the upper die . i~
fixed in an iron
which, guided by ·steel-faced solid rods, moves
~lp ~nd falls down exactly .true, worked by the right fo~t of the work:
man, in a stirrup at the end of a rope which passes over a pulley
~bove his head ; · he takes in the left hand a convenient handful, and
.~it4 'his right, aided by little guides, lays one by one on the lowe~
die; drops the upper one d~wn on it, and repeats this at the rapj.d
!~te, of ~bout 30,000 . in a '·day, . each time f~rming two needles-;
;making 60,000, viz.,, 8000 i~~ ·t~e . ,hom:\ This stamping not only
~ashions the head, ~a~es the .little groove below the eye to carry the
thread (some needles have,not this groove, and are called "groove~
less"), but also beats the eye almost .through, so that there is only a
thin
:film: ~f steel 'to·- b\l p~nched
out
by
1,,
.
•

ram

THE EYEING

PRhl~ S.

-·-- IT¥E- EYE~whose task is simple enough, and indeed very

L.... · '

• ..
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. .

~pung ~rti~f.L_!!S oft~n

.

go through the operation {although wome.n are

.

'

t· 1

inuch employed). Seated. at a small hand press, ,they take up a 'scoi:e'°
or so in the left hand, spread thein out 1ike a partly-opened fan, g~ve.
a curious little movement with. the thumb and fingers "to get the
needles right way up, then by touch "feel" them one by one into th~~
;,bed" (an exact counterpart of the die which stamp~d t4eni, but
with holes to allow the little films to fall through) and .when by
touch they feel that they are locked, as it were, exactly, in the ,right·
place, then pull the handle, which acting on a sc;rew, shoots the two
· }ittle studs down tlirough the eyes. This, taking m,a1iy words to i(es;
cripe; is, by practice, EO rapidly clone as to get .over many t~ousands·
fn a clay;' two eyers about keeping pace with one st~mper. .The ends'
of the punch "stick" rather firmly in the eyes they have made; limf
it would rather tax the little operative's fingers to force them off
every 'time ; but an ingenious little three-fingered i1:on hand does
this for him ; snatches them off as the screw rises for rereating the
operation. [We must here mention that the makirig the "dies" of
the ·stamp, and the "beds" of the eyeing pres~, and some· other
matters requisite in the stamping shop, is the province of ~1e who
is even something above the rank described by th ~ term "a skilled
wo1;kman"; it ·;approaches near to the art of the die-sinker or medallist. In no one process is the contrast so great, the improv€ment so
apparent, as in the "tool-making" of "the old manufacture and the
1
"tool-making'' of the mode~·n time.]
The next .eforkman is

--

NEEDLES SPITTED ' FOR FILING.

. ·'I

: . l . i.

')

THE FILER.-He might well be called the trimmer, as his office
is to trim up the head by clearing away a burr 'of metal which h~s beeii
spread out around the head of both needles' by the blow of the stamp.
He has, to wait on hin1; some little folk wlio- lire called. "spitters" ;
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they thread or spit the needles with fine wires through the newly.
pierced eyes; when, the burrs being thus all brought edgewise, they
are placed on a block, two rather thin strips of iron, 1.bout an inch ·
a.nd a-half apart, forced down by a sort of stirrup with the foot to
hold them firmly; then the workman with a file clears away the burr
on one side, turns the needles and does the like on the other side.
And now the needles, which up to this stage have, 1ike Shakespeare's two girl-friends, grown "like two cherries on one stem," are
gently parted, and henceforth (like the two girls.in later life) take
independent courses. The first of which is, in a wide pair of
"clams,'' to have a finishing touch with a file-like the last snipping
of the hairdresser.
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ILLUSTRATION OF PROCESSES.

Here, now, is a sketch which shows the effect of every process
up to the stagq where the two ne~dles are separated :No. 1.-The wire cut to the length for two needles, but crooked from the curve of the
"ring" of wire.
·
2.-The "stiff" made straight by "rubbing."
3.-The "stiff" pointed at each end.
4.-The latter stamped.
5.-Eyed.
6.-Filed at the sides. (The last touch of the file has to come after breaking apart.)
d. e. f. are magnified views of 4. 5. 6.

And now, the needle is really made; yet, nevertheless, is not
half through its course. What would it be without
THE HARDENER? On this man's care and capacity hangs not
only specially the fate of the "packet" of needles going tiirough the
I· 1
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processes, but, generally speaking, the fair fame of the manufacture.
It is an anxious hour in the progress of any edge tool, and readily
will it oci::ur to the mind of .a reader how much so in that of articles

so small. The process of hardening all steel articles is the same-:
heat to a certain degree, and then plunge suddenly into a cold .
liquid ; cold spring water is generally the medium. Mercury has
been used to attain a high degree of hardness ; but needles are now
mostly (not in all cases) · dropped into oil: this mode is generally
believed to have better effects in ~everal ways than the water ; with
the oil one great advantage results, it does not warp many of them
-make them crooked. In the water-hardening, so many are crooked
that they give employment to persons termed "hammer straighteners,"
who take all the "packet," roll the needles round with the tip of the
fihger on a small anvil, and with a little hammer tap the crooks on
the outer curved side and make them straight. In those hardened in
oil, the straight ones are picked out, and the crooked ones only go to
the straightener. There is required. a difference in the manipulation.of
the wire (by the wire manufacturer) according as intended for oil 01·
water hardening. There needs but scant description of the need~B
hardening fire : a large brick stove, oven, or· "muffie," .. with an
iron door, and having iron shelves therein, on ·which-up among the
smoke and tlame, not in contact with the glowing· cinders-the
needles a:re heated before they take their cold-bath plunge, as
bracing to their constitutions as the milder "tubbing" is to man.
TEMPERING, which follows har.dening, by the same artizan, is fJ;
matter of course; a mere second heating to a certain degree, which
gives toughness and spring to the needles, and makes them fit to
bear the rather rough usage which await!l them at the hands of
THE ScouRER.-This part of the needle's progress might be
almost likened to Bunyan's Pilgrims', who pass through the Slough
of Despond ; such a black, gloomy, sticky, greasy life they lead
therein; but it is needful they go through, or they cannot land on
the other side, bright and pleasant to see. The hardener's fire has
given them a dark coat of protoxide, and it is the scourer's office to
scrub this entirely away, to get down to the true metal, and to bring
that up to a high state of polish. To this end he cuts coarse hempen
cloth, called "liurden," 1nto strips, lays them in a wooden trough
some sco~e inches long, lays the dark looking needles lengthwise in
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the cloth trough, pours in oil, and shakes on what is termed "emery"
powder (but it is not emery, it is powdered quartz), then some soft
soap spread along the top, the edges of the cloth turned ever, and
s.overal out3r larger pieces rolled roun:l, and twine coiled round from,
end to end; the ends beyond the layers of needles are secured by
twine; and now the roll resembles a rolly-poley pudding,' only
somewhat less in diamet er.-See sketch, where, by the way, the· artist has represented tham too large.

"'4"4':;;
IWLLS READY ITOR ECOUlUNG,

'

&c., &c.

a

Two rolls are laid, one at each end, on "the runner-bench,"
table guarded with boarded sides·; a heavy runner-b{ock runs backwards and forwards over them, rolling and heavily press~g them
together, thus, as in the first "rubbing" process, each needle helps
its fellows-helps to scrub and scour and polish its fellow-sufferers.
This process is continued for days-even eight to ten days for best
work-and the needles are at times taken out, washed, and the oil
and soap changed, and finer grit supplied ; the last scour being in
what is known as "polishing putty" (oxide of tin) . Then after this
last run, called "glazing," the rolls are opened, the needles, with
their black ointment, t aken out, and a brisk boiling soon washes the
black-rt-moors white. ·To d ry them, and take off any slight film of
soap, &c. (which, however slight, would soon cause rust), the
needles are at each scour or rw1 shaken m dry 'w arm sawdust ; elm
.sawdust being preferred fo1 the earlier washings, and ash for the
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SCOURING RUNSER FOR EIGHT PACKETS (O:JE. SIDE ONLY OF TIIE FRAME.)

last drying, after glazing. Then they are "evened"; that is, the
mass of needles, which have got into an intricate heap in the sawdust
tossing, are,laid in a tin pan and shaken to and fro gently, with
now and then touching and guiding with the point of a small pallet
knife ; in a few minutes the queer hedgehog mass is reduced to
order, all lie "even" side by side. These two simple, singular, and
most effective operations (fanning-out and evening) are always viewed
with interest by visitors to a manufactory.
~ow come in a series of careful inspections and assortings. In
the scouring mill many of the needles are ruined, even of those which
went through the earlier processes happily ; and it would be now,
that the real qiiality of the article and its fut~re destiny would be
determined; the examination is more rigorous than that of a "Sub''
for the "Civil Service." Those broken are thrown out, and the good
are all turned heads one way. They are now ready for
THE HANDER.-This is one of the processes which involve delicacy of touch and dexterity of hancl. The "packet" of fifty or sixty
thousand of needles, although all one size of wire, have suffered some
little irregularity in le;ngths by some being pointed too much ; a result
impossible to avoid, ancl t ermed "running off." To separate the
longer from the shorter "handings" the whole are laid out in a long
mass about an inch deep or more, on a wooden strip raither narrower
than the length of the needles, heads all one way, and by patting
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gently 011 both ends with the palms of the han~s the longer points
just catcl). the skin, both hands are steadily lifted up, bringing
them away, to be wrapped up as "long handings," and the shorter
left as "short hand~ngs." Each handing rnits a different require"
ment.

THE DRILL.

SHoP.-It will be well here to state that, all up
through the time since the needle manufacture was in its infancy,
one aim has constantly been anxiously kept in view; that was to cure
the needle of any tendency to cut or fray the thread, by striving to make the eyes smooth as possible. Many have been the devices: one
of the earliest was patented by 'William Sheward, and one an inven.
tion by Gilbert Mackenzie, as nearly as possible a century ago.
This inai:J. made needles in Whitechapel, London, and for a long time
afterwards the words, "Whitechapel Needles," were used by makers
in The Needle Region. The tool invented by Mackenzie called a
" curer" or "burnisher," was a little cylinder of wood, from 1t to 2
inches diameter and some 4 inches long, exclusive of the spindles on
which it was to turn; the surface was studded all over very closely with
bits of needle wire drive~ in-all pretty well set to an equal height
and then trimmed off ; a grooved "pulley" at one end received a
driving cord of "catgut" and whirled round by means of a la"rge
wheel at imm'3nse speed; the heads of the needles were held on it
and the little studs or wires burnished the grooyes and the edges of
the eyes so nicely that' they were designated "silver eyed" needles.
This invention held its ground so long that it is even now not yet
extinct. NeaTly or quite half a century later, William Green intro- .
daced, d?·illing to the eyes; he did not . indeed really drill them,
rather he used a slender .tool which scraped round the insides of the
THE DRILLING

eyes alrP,ady pierced; and, afterwards followed an obtuse tool which
merely scraped off the 'sharp edges left at each side of the ·eye ; this
latter was called "countersink." In 1839, Abel Morrall, of Studley,
took out a patent for one of many ingenious inventions which he
1
from time to time introduced to the process of needle making~the•
burnishing machine : this was very original ; the eyes of the needles ·
were threaded on thin steel wires made slightly rough, and these
wires (several feet long) were stretched across an iron frame, and
the needles made to toss round and round the wire in such irregular
and changeable directions that all parts of the interior of the eye
must needs be rubbed on it. This invention is still used to great
extent. Several modifications have been tried: as, threads charged
with emery, anCi. variations in the motions; and one competing machine was introduced soon after Morrall's by a number of needle
manufacturers in combination; because the exclusive use of Morrall's
machine had been sold to one firm, and the process had proved so
efficacious that a monopoly was deemed_in1minent. This machine was
.named the helix machine, from the main principle involved; instead

THE U.E:LIX CUE.EB,
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of the neec.11es revolving round a. wire, n. wire wa,s dragged. to a.nd fro..
through the eyes-the needles being held firmly the while in elastic.
faced. cla.mps, and, the wil'e wa.s of brass, and. wou11d. i11to a slend.el'
or "slow" helix. It was held that this process had doubly beneficial
effect; that it rubbed off a~perities (all round the interior of the eye
~rom the shape of the wire), and at same time left a fine and smooth
coating of the softer metal therein. A drawing of this machine
appears on the preceding page.
Each and every of these means has, doubtless, a beneficial, an
important effect on the eye ; some manufacturers adopt one, some
another, many combine several; but whichever be the course followed, "drilling" is general, and one preliminary operation is essential to all; this IS called "blueing,'' a process of softening the heads,
to allow the drilling, curing, or burnishing, to take effect.

THE GAS-FLAME BLUEING MACHINE •

.Two modes are in use : one a momentary contact with a red-hot
iron bar ; the other, a regulated transit of the heads through a
Bunsen gas flame. This drilling process has a foundation for lasting
popularity with the public, insomuch that the blueing ,shows the
brilliant effects of the drill, and furnishes a plain evidei.1ce that some
care has been taken to lessen the · nsk of cutting or . fraying the
thread. The operation brings out one other of our ma,ny "handy"

si111plicities in lna111pulation;

the worker, often a young girl

(a.ithough. of age allowed by the Factory Acts) takes-a "ftnger-folP'- .
.~ay some three dozen at venture-and running an edge of metal
of any kind along the heads, they fall at on~e "eyes right," lilre
soldiers, then placing a little piece of metal behind them as a support, she presents each eye in succession to a drill point revolving at
high speed ; and then, a little half roll round with the finger and
thumb ~like soldiers again, saves the whole line marching round to
"face about") and the other side · cf the eye gets drilled in like
manner. If the reader will imagine some one er more of the before
mentioned curing or burnishing operations have followed this, we
may now follow the needles to the

a

THE BLUE-POINTING BUFF.
BLUE-POINTING, oR FINISHING RooM.-Here a numlier of .
cylinders are kept revolving at a rate so rapid as to cause a loud
· humming sound, not unmusical if it were not monotonous ; this
monotony is relieved every time a workJ?'.lan applies his ":fingerful"
of needles to the surface of his cylinder, his "buff" as it is called,
when a hissing sound gives what musicians term an "edge" to the
tone, and raises it a few notes on the scale. These cylinders, abcut
one inch wide, by four long, are covered with buff leather dressed with
a composition which polishes the needle to a very high degree-the
workmen term it a "black polish" when perfect. Formerly a very
fine-grained stone was used ; but fully 40 years since these buffs
:werdnvented by one who worked at this department, named Abner
Melen, and for some time he kept the secret, and dressed buffs for
the trade, and made ·a nd retired on a. handsome competency. Now,
most ":finishers" can dress their own buits. In this department a.
stone is still retained £01· one pa.rticula.r an<\ in1po1'tant ol'eration 1

'l'his is termed-

•

SETTING THE l?ornTs-and ·consists in delicately applying the
points of the needles to this stone and grinding up the slender point
0 an angle more obtuse-strengthing while sharpening ~t ; thus
insuring that any littie damage may 'be rectified which it has sustained in the many tl"ying processes since · the first pointing. .T his
process and a light grinding of the heads to ensure the passing
readily through the fabric sewed is really done before the buff
polishing.
The needles are now completely finished, and, after a careful
rolling and tubbing between two soft pieces of buff leather, to take
away any, the least, suspicion of soil. or damp-the traitor always
ready to allow the entrance of the arch-enemy RusT-they are
packed and stored in hot rooms as further precaution; and there,
ladies of all th~ world, they await your commands.
SEWING M:ACHilfE NEEDLES.
\Ve must now say something on a comparatively new, but al·
most important and ever increasing department:

re~dy

If it be a subject of wonder where go all the hand sewing
needl~s, what shall we say of those adapted to the sewing machine!

Thousands of artizans are employed constantly in making these articles, yet one needle seems to last a goodly term of the drudgery' it
is subject to under this hard taskmaster, who drives it at ·a helter.
skelter pace "through thick and thin." If the inhabitants of the '
Needle Region deserve praise for ingenuity in making hand-sewing
needles,, how much more so for mastering those difficult problems set
for them some thirty years ago by Elias Howe and Alan B. Wilson ;
when their wonderful inventions of the sewing machine called on the
Needle Region to furnish the main item for these machines-:-the
1ieedle ! And, further, when other inventors "followed swiftly on"
with complicated requirements, needles of most eccentric forms to
suit all sorts of adaptations and variations of the sewing machine,
including such locking together of layers of leather as coblers' arms
could never attain.· The needles for the sewing machine could not
be entrnsted solely and e~1tirely to mere m.anual dexterity; matheryiatical exactitude was r equisite in all their varied peculiaritiesjUCh as grooves down th'.)ir whole length, curves .of peculiar and
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special ratio, solid shoul.ders to fit firmly into the machine, with an
the body of the needle below reduced from the solid thickness of 't he
shoulder part ! To ensure perfection, machinery was needed for the .
va:rious operations, and such machinery must needs be invented by
the needle-makers themselves ; and within a few yeai·s ·so much of
clever contrivance had been elicited that the Needle Region prov,ed
equal to such heavy calls on its capacity, and at' this time a very
large numb.er of the population are engaged in such br~nch of the
trade. Speaking of machinery, that for " redudng" the wire fully
or more than. one-half in thickness for the working part of the
needle, is most ingenious, and most essential. In the early day,
needle pointers ground .them down, but they were not sufficiently
''true." Machines, ~arying in principle, have been invented for this
purpose, and so may be said of other processes of this very delicate
·manufa..cture.

SAIL NEEDLES AND FANCY NEEDLES.
. The needles used for making the sails of ships are made by
persons who devote themselves specially to that work, and to packing needles and other such heavy goods. Then the term "fancy"
needles is almost as expansive as the term "steel toys" in Birmingham, for it includes surgeons' needles to sew up wounds, and needles
for "the needle gun" which makes them; besides tambour, crochet,
netting, beading, embroidering, and every implement whi?h the
whims of women require for the latest fashion in their fancy work.
Crochet needl~s, or hooks, have so far called out the ingenuity of
the people here that a considerable number of patents have been
taken out to protect the several inventions in this department alone.

FISH-HOOKS AND FISHING IMPLEMENTS.
The manufacture of fish-hooks in our Region appears coeval
with that of needles, and the manufacture of some other equipments of the fishermen also: these have been very greatly extended,
and thatof Fishing-rods introduced and developed so as to employ
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a large number of hands. Lines, too, are made on line-walks specially devoted to them, and where they are made of every description of size and of material, both for sea and river fishing ; single,
twisted, and plaited gut, cast lines, hair, hair and hemp, silk and
hair for trout ai:id salmon, silk twist, plaited silk, hemp, cotton, and
mounted lines, specially made to catch every description of fish.
There are also developed BAITS of such t empting daintiness as to
catch the fishers as well as the fish. Among the various sorts of
"baits," the most prominent are artificial flies; there is a wonderful
variety and a wonderful quantity got up, to meet the "taste" of the
fish and the fancies of the fishers; and there is perhaps no one
branch of any of the many departments of manufacture in our
Region which calls forth more artistic touch and delicate manipulation than this. Of a truth, there is infinite skill and genius made
evident in a display of the various articles in this, the "fishingtackle" manufacture; whether we look at the making of floats-both
cork and quill, in every variety of colour-the swivels and reels, the
artificial fish, frogs, or flies, most varied in form and colour ; or the
various forms of 'spoon baits,' and other glittering metal baits. All
are inviting and interesting; all look "killing." And better still is
the fastidious care with which all are made, and the measures taken
that all which need it shall be thoroughly waterproof. Not only for
river and amateur angling, but also for professional estuary an~
ocean fishing, are the requirements provided. After beholding the
making of about a score sizes each, of about fifty to sixty patterns of
hooks, we may look in on artizans forging the formidable harpoons
which are to transfix.the mighty monsters of the deep ; or coming to
rather smaller fry, there is a hook to dangle at a ship's stern with a
lump of pork upon it to wile and capture the hateful shark. The
making of fish-hooks is much less complicated than that of needles,
yet not less precise and particular. After the wire has been cut into
lengths the barb, or as it is technically termed, "the beard," is cut
with a sort of chisel or knife, under proper guides and guards to
prevent it going too deep. (This bearding is done by pressure, not
by a blow.) Then the p9int is filed, next the bend is effected with a
very simple tool, and the top of the shank-to prevent it slirping off
the line-is either "marked" (notched) or "flatted,'' or looped (gene:fitlly termed "ringed"). The hook is now made, but has to be har-
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dened, which is in a manner much like that described for needles;
then tempered, next "scoured" ; that is, made bright. This last pro- •
.
, . I ..
cess is effected in a different manner to that of needle scourmg---,•·; ";
t.'iat process would sma3h up every hook. The hooks are placed in-" · •
side a .hollow wooden cylinder, with proper grit, soap, and.. other
scouring material, and then they are rolled round and round-in a
~ord, we .may say they are ."churned," for the process . looks much
the same ; only when "th3 butter comes" in this churn eve~ a ~-qssian would pronounce the flavour rather "strong." ·very small~
hooks :·would ' not · bear even this "churning" process"; they' are
polished by ·being tenderly tossed backward and forward in long bags
with oil and emery. Washing in boiling suds is necessary eithei: for .
large or small, then they are dried in sawdust, and either left bright,
blued, or tinned, according to their destinations.
Some are for
' fishing iri the sea, some in the river, and some are _to be exposed to
water all night. But the modes of fishermen vary, and the fish-hook '.
manufacturers are always ready to humour the customs of their customers; and to that end, some are covered with a. coating of -tin,
'
. '
some are japanned.
Now we have s~id that the processes of fish-hook making are
not so complicated as those of needle making; still there is much of
anxiety .i n the work. The variety of form and finish of the hook is
1
very extensive, and some hook's which are intended to figure as part
of an artificial fly, are filed taper at the shank. Imagine, again, the'
hook :finiBhed, attached to "tackle," apd, in the hands of an angler,
well hooked to a splendid trout or salmon, or other fish, as the case
may be. Is there no other anxiety excited than that of the angler's?
Assuredly there is-that of th,e manufacturer; he hopes the p.ook
will neither break nor bend, but behave well; for his reputation and
the angler's hopes hang on the self-same line. The manufacturer
not only takes great care in the manufacture, but a t esting tug is
adopted for the best hooks before sending out. This t esting was at
one time uncertain in force-merely a "rule of thumb" and finger
strain, and many a batch has been condemned, and the workman
suffered undeservedly; but of late a ce1fain definite weight is
adopted-a strain much higher than the hook is fairly anticipated to.
undergo in practice, according to its size-and thus a reliable test is
substituted for one liable to error, either too severe or too light .

•
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Among many miscellaneous articles of ·general demand which
the enterprising inhabitants of our locality have contrived to wedge
in amongst the larger "trades" we may mention
PINS.
There is one important manufactory erected at Redditch by an
old firm of needle and fish-hooli: manufacturers; it turns out a large
number of excellent quality, employing high-class machinery and an
efficient staff.
There are also some other manufacturers of needles and fishhooks who have. special pin works, at present away from,,but we hope
soon to see them in, the Needle Region.

Then, as to industries called for to supply the needs of the local
trades: there is one paper mill, (of which further mention .will

be

· found) engaged in making the papers specially devoted to, and carefully prepared for, safe wrapping and keeping the goods. Also
machinists' establishments, well able to keep in good gear the varied
machinery anq the steam engines and water mills ; and besides many
other employments, it is no little matter the making of monster
wood packing 'cases, with their tinned iron linings, so carefully soldered up, to secure from rust the needles shipped to all parts of the
world.

TRADE MARKS.

In every manufacture dedicated to the general public-to the
world at large, we may say-the manufacturers who have by gr,eat
care and pains earned a reputation for their articles, almost universally adopt som'3 peculiar mark or symbol to distinguish them ; so it
is with the various arrticles made in our region. Where there is
facility for fixing a symbol on the thing itself it is so done ; but most
of our productions are ·far too small for such a means, an~ it comes
to pass that the symbol is applied outside a small packet containing,
if needles, generally (but not always)' twenty-five, and of hooks, ·one
· hundred ; and the protectmg trade mark becomes a design on the

I .
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label, which clescribes at the same time the sort, size, and any other'
peculiarity. Quite a history belongs to the "label" : In the remembrance of the writer it was indeed a very humble affair. Let us first say
a few words on the paper in which the needles are wrapped: It has
been from a far back time a special paper-carefully debarred of
every material which could possibly cause, invite, or permit RusTthe arch-enemy of all bright steel goods-and, to ensure the absence
of acicl of any description, a colour was adopted on which any acid (in
construction or in contact afterwards) will certainly produce a red
tint; the colour is dark purple. And here I am tempted to digress
so far as to explain that in the very early day, the paper was not
made in our neighbourhood, but in Yorkshire, and that the manufacture here was introduced by Mr. Thomas Parr, of Beoley Paper
Mills, Redcl_itch, many years ago, and has been ever since carried
on there-first by him, and since by his son, Mr. Henry Parr-in
such perfection as to constitute a great acquisition to the locality.
Well, on this dark purple paper packet containing twenty-five
needles, the · early ma,kers made a rude mark in white ink (made
from whiting and gum); a little of this ink was spread on a bit of
woollen cloth on a board, and a stamp cut in boxwood was dabbed
first ·on that, and then on the packets of needles, spread out for the
purpose. There was little of mark produced beyond the number
which denotes the size and the mani.lfacturer's initials, and these
very rudely; yet some of our manufacturers earned a reputation for
goods under the marks which made it impolitic to discard them, and,
1,1.ntil very lately sorne needles have been "Marked in White Ink" for
certain markets. At the commencement of this century a few manufacturers adopted printed labels; they were printed in a manner only
a little advanced in style beyond the white marking, but certainly
more legible and more "lettered"- the full name and some word
denoting quality was used; a1'1d, how free from boastfulness ! "Cast
Steel Sharps" denoted the highest, the second was hight "Best
Common," and the lowest were (tell it not in Gath) designated
"London" ! Once the label set going it grew apace in pretension;
adjectives had hard times of it; it would be hard to say how many
"degrees" were called for beyond the superlative: "Super-fine" soon
became small potatoes. Copper-plate now condescended to the work,
and the King's Coat of Arms heralded some sorry work (got up for

1

'the b1acks' 1-a, term embracing many various peoples) ; now colored.
inks-then coloured papers-next gold lettering, and, in some,
real gold leaf-shone resplendent. 'l'he label had become a very important feature ; and, as the trade had been growing to a great size,
the labels alone, employed very mai1y artificers. But labels were not
enough: Needles belong of right to the fairer sex, and when our
manufacturers had perfect€d them, they kept on at improvements in
the receptacle which has to contain them ; and, in course of time the
little unpretending piece of purple paper developed through various
stag~s of real and handy packets of pretty paper, boxes highly ornamented, even to metal cases of beautiful and fanciful designs,
actually gilded, and thus made very ornamental accessories to a
l::i.dy's worktable. But, in all, the purple paper is retained in contact
with the needle.

As time went on many an absurd t erm, which manufacturers of
· the present day would be glad to discard became so familiar to con' it; and as various styles
sumers that it would be dangerous to drop
of label had been adopted by many, it came to this, that a special
symbol has been found r equisite to mark and protect the make of a
:firm; these are now recognized by law, and allowed to be registered; and thus each manufacturer or :firm guarantees its products
under its "trade mark."

Having so far completed this hasty sketch of Needleland, and .
given an epitome of its various industries up to the very packing,
the next and last-and very desirable-movement is to "send them
off" to customers; and to this end we may say a few words as to
CoNVEYANCEs.-The writer remembers well the time when one
cart for heavy carriage, and a queer sort of caniage for passengers,
sufficed for the transit needs of The Region ; indeed, his years, if
not his memory, would go back to the ·day when a few pack saWiles
contained the one and supported the other ; now, it would require
many strong teams to '\:>ring to, and take from us, the goods and the·
passengers carried by numerous trains each way per day, on the line
of the Midland Railway. Perhaps no one instance could more con.
cisely convey the fact of rapid development of the Needle Region.
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The Author, £eeling and. lamenting his inability to put Into
fitting language his full sense of the merits of the land, people, and
the productions of our locality, would remind the reader of many disadvantages he labours under. This little pamphlet, it must be remembered, is designed to advocate the claims of the locality as a
whole, l eaving each firm or house to set forth its own individual capabilities; circumscribed thus to generalities, much of interesting
detail is necessarily omitted: and this, t oo, applies to some details
and special processes of manufacture. In a word, it required much
circumspection to avoid every possible charge of individual allusion;
especially where one clashes with others. If one, or more, instance
should be .deemed discernable, the author hopes it will be remembered
that his design is, not to record manufactures out of the locality ;
that his subject is essentially and solely
THE NEEDLE REGION AND ITS RESOURCES.

.•
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE FOR BEOLEY.

I

7 First date of Sheldon family in Warwickshire.
The ancient family of Sheldons settled at Beoley(doubtless originally branch of the ancient
house of Sheldon, of Sheldon, in Warwickshire). Traces of the family go back to 1327
(cir.), but the exact date when that part of the family which settled atBeoley branched
off is unknown. The Sheldons were Lords of the Manor of Beoley and thirteen other
Manors; they also owned the neighbouring Balford Hall, and "The Skilts." Beoley
Manor House was enriched with rare carvings from Italy. The family was one of the
wealthiest in the Midlands. The continuous genealogy of the family extends from
Richard Sheldon, of Rowley, Staffordshire, 1461 to 1779.
7 The Sheldons "had lands in Bermingham, which is near Beoley."
·
161 William Sheldon purchased the Manor of Beoley.
~17 1lVilliam Sheldon died, and is buried in the church.
{5\38 Registers copied .by the vicar, Sir William Aldwell, but the early entries are unintelligible
The ancient benefactions, including lands once belonging to the poor, are extinct, owing
to gross carelessness and venality of former church ofiicials·. Entry of "a hue and cry"
at Tanworth.
Ralph Sheldon (the elder), son of William Sheldon died; buried in the church
First wife of Ralph Sheldon died; buried in the church.
Ralph was a traveller and bibliomaniac, known as the Right Worsfilpful and the Great,
imprisoned for foyalty to the :Stuarts; was nominated for the Order of the Royal Oak
had it been instituted. Died 1570.
,
Lady Chapel rebuilt by the Sheldon family. The great east window was blocked up when
mass ceased to be said (re-opened at restoration of the chancel, 1885). Contains an elaboratfl marble altar, the gift of the Pope to Squire Ralph about 1580. The chapel is full of
" the magnificent tombs, cenotaphs, and numerous tablets" of the Sheldons. Beneath is
the Sheldon vault, containing the emblazoned coffins of generations, and other relics of
"the old time entombed."
William, son of Ralph Sheldon, "first introduced tapestry workivg into England at Harchester, having brought workmen from Flanders, and employed them in weaving maps
of the different counties of England." He purchased the Skilts; and gave a most valuable collection of MSS. to .l:lerald's College, London. He was a patron of learning and
learned men, well skilled in the history and antiquities of his country, and spared no
money to build up a standard lii:Jrary at Weston.
1571 William Sheldon, one of the most noted of this family, buried with unusual pomp in
the church. Robert Cook and other heralds came specially from London to proclaim
hi~ merit and mightiness.
'' The banner rolls and other achievements" used at his
funeral are still preserved in the College of Arms, London.
1603 Wife of William Sheldon died.
1613 William Sheldon died.
Ralph (called "the Great") son of William Sheldon, built a handsome chapel adjoining
the church. He was a persori of such rare worth and excellent qualities as deserve par·
ticular notice.
1625 Manor House burnt down by William Sheldon to prevent it falling into the hands of
the Parliamentarians.
164.3 Hall burnt by Parliamentary "souldiers." Goods and cattle plundered. Court rolls
destroyed.
1654 Thomas White (alias Woodhop) died of the plague; was born at Beoley, became
Benedictine monk, lived several years.with the Sheldons, .retired to Douay during civil
wars, died there. Autho;r of Latin MS. "The Obits and.Characters of mviy minent
Benedictines."
'
1656 Churchwardens' and constables' accounts commence in parish books. The Easter Vestries
were held in the open porch.
1684. Ralph Sheldon (the Great) died, aged 60, and is buried embalmed in leaden coffin (in
excellent preservation) in the family vault in the church. This vault contains six later
members of the family, the death of the latest occurring in 1822. 'fhe famous Sheldon
famiiy·: thus range in date from 1327 to 1822
Edward, brother and successor to Ralph the Great, a Benedictine monk at Douay1 refused
with humility the estates, worth £:l000 a year, which passed to another brancn of the
family, who squandered them.
Joseph
Webb, a local paper maker, was afterwards valet to Lord Nelson aboard the Vic1785
tory at Trafalgar.
Beoley New Paper Mill erected.
1791 Thomas Parker, of Heath Green, "subscribed certificates of · having set apart rooms for
Catholic worship."
.
1813 James· Wood, buried Sep. 8th, "was remarkable for treading down gra.ves of persons just
buried."
1820 Bells of Church "rang all night" on receipt of news of end of trial of Queen Caroline,
Nov. nth.
·
The six bells of the Church bear the following inscriptions :-1, Rafe Sheldon , Esq_vier,
William Habder, Nicholas Dalton, R.A.G.H., 1601. 2, Will~· Pitts and Tho~.
Winterton, Church Warden8, 1789 Jno. Rudhall, Feet. 3, Beytknown.e to all that doth
me see, that Newcombe, of Leicester, made mee, 1611. 4, John Whatly, James Ford,
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CH. WD., 1709. Ja)lles Powell, R .S. 5, R. Sheldon, N. Carlton, W. Frances, E.
Sheldon, Esqvier, 1622, ti. 0. ti, Radulphus Sheldon de Beoley, Armiger.
Whateley. J . Ford, CH. W., 1708.
Rev. T. Parker, .Roman Catholic priest, died October 28th, aged 79 years.
1822 Squire Ralph l:lheldon, last lord of this manor, defendant in case ot duelling, with a l\
Dickens, barrister, for forcing a lock on a gate to way consid,ered tO be a public r9
Reported in 'J.~mes for Nov. 7th, 1805. He died f8<!2, and is the last Sheldon bm
in the family vault. ·There is still (1887) one survivor of this ancient family.
1828 Rev. C. Dowdeswell, vicar, March 30th.
·
''
Fiddle played for first time at church.
1834 Wesleyan Chapel erected.
1845. Church re-seated.
1861 Chancel of church restored.
1885 Vault of' the ancient family of the Sheldons, under Lady Chapel of Church, openedtby
the Vicar (Nev. C. J.Langston) to the public, during three days, ata charge of 6d. ahead.
The proceeds realised about .£10, and went to the increased cost (.:1$25) of ,erection of
south wall of church, which collapsed on removal ·of the. roof, during the restoration
. of the church then going on. ·An hibtoric antiquanan and medico-forensic account of
· the Sheldons, and the contents of this vault,\ vere published· in the Indicator newspaper,

.
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£25 of which was necessitated by the fall, on taking off the roof, of the south wall,
which had been very badly constructed, mainly of round stones and mortar, the timbers
·thereof were ·made of wood taken from the old forest of Arden). All the ancient features
of the church were untouched. A dormer·window of the Cromwellian period, to better ·
light the pulpit, was also restored. '1'he coins found were a halfpenny of William and
Mary under ridge tile of roof. purposely :pll!Ced there. Under belfry fioor, an anti-corn
law medal 1832, a Ch:1rles II. farthing, two Nuremburg tokens cir. 1558, a halfpenny of
Josiah Dingley, 1088, and a. large number qf ·tobacco pipes and brass.buttons. There is
in the tower an ancient oak chest, markedl.W. O.W 1683. 'I•he initials are those of
the churchwardens of the period. 'l'here is a .still older chest up in the tower hewn out
of a solid piece of oak, but with no marks upon it. • Re_-opened by the Bishop of
Worcester, Oct. 7th. Rev. C. J . Langston, vicar. Lord Windsor contributed £150.
Architect, E. Day .. Worcester ; ·contractors, Gouring & Ingram, Birmingham.

Allcock, John, shopkeeper, Holt end
Jefferies, Walter, Holly Bus1i Inn, Gorcott
Allcock, John, jun., wheelwright and blackhill
smith, Holt end; carrier -to Redditch, Fox Johnson, W. J., farmer, Pirik ~reen·
and Goose, on Saturday evenings
Lindon John, farmer, .l:lran~on s-cross
Andrews; Mrs. Elizabeth, farmer; Brown's Long, William, sexton, Cherry.pits
farm
.
Mole, Mrs . .Hobert, Beoley hair
Arnold, William, boot&shoe maker, Holt hill Meseley, Robert, farmer, tlolt enil
Baker, James, Barton's farm ,
· ·
Oakley, Edtnund, the HaWfarm
Bartleet, Edgar R., St. Leoµard's cottage
Orton, John, farmer, Old perry-miH
Bradley, William, farmer, ~chacre farm
Parr, Henry, paper manufacturer, Beoley..,
Chambers, Edward, farmer: Portway
mills
.
Chesshire, .Henry farmer, Gorcott hill
Painter, Miss, Clifford's cottage;'Holt end
Clark, William, farmer & carrier, Gorcott hill Phillips, Miss, F air view, Holt hill
·
Clulee, James, gamekeeper, Seafields ,. .
- Poole, John, farmer, . _Perry mill farm. and 1
~-'illlllilli!IS<fluno;""l'h<iii.ll,;farmer;-Alderhaa'geFanierdlo..B.i.r.ming!Wa,..Eiough;.ar:d ~
Dunn, Fnt!r(jis; Portway·farm
Balsall street, on 'Mondays,.Thu:rsdays, and
Edwards, 'Wm., farmer, }fattens
Saturdays
•
l!:dwards, Thomas, farmer, near Hob hill
Richardson,. Charles, farmer, New house farm
Edwards, Mrs. Caroline, Cross and Bowling Rusll:er, John, Poplar's farm ·
Green Inn
Savage, C. D ., Lily green farm
Findon, Thomas, Marlfield farm
Sealey, Benjamin, farmer, Pink green farm
.l<'indon, Joseph, farmer. Church hill farm
Sealey, John, hay and straw dealer, 'Portway
Forster, Uharles, farmer. Dagnell end farm
Shaw, Robert, Portway
Forster, William, Holehouse farm
:Smith, John, farmer, Hob bill farm
Forster. John, farmer, .Paper mill farm
Smith, Charles, butcher and dealer, Holt end
l<'reenian, Henry, hay and straw dealer, Gor· Stinson, Arthur, shopkeeper, nearBeoleycross
· cott hill
Stokes, Thomas, police constable
Ganderton. William, Gorcott hill
Stockbridge, Thomas, Rose cottage
Green, William, farmer and blacksmith, near Vale, 'l'homas, boot and shoemaker, Holt end
Beoley William,
hall
Wheeler,
Henry
Hobfarm
hill
1·.•
Harbon,
farmer , Seafields
While, Job
. the 'Holt
Harrison, Walter, Dump house
Whitmore, Mrs. Maria, Village Inn
1
Harrison, Jchn, Dump house
Whitmore, Alfred, Hawthorn cottage, surHaynes, George, farmer, Portway
veyor and inspector of nuisances to the
Hill, Miss S. M., Ileoley mills
Bromsgrove Rural Sanitary Authority
Hopkins. Jbhn ;:'atcheli, The Newlands
Wiggan, H enry, S torra~e house
Hunt, William, farmer, Heath green farm
Wyers, Henry, Chapel farm
Hunt, Richard, farmer, Portway
Yeomans,-James, Carpenter's hill

